Abstract: Diluted ferromagnetic semiconductors (FMS) are in the focus of intense research due to their potential applications in spintronics and their striking new physical properties. So far Mn-doped III-V compound semiconductors such as GaMnAs are the most important and best understood ones, but they are ferromagnetic only at well below room temperature. An interesting alternative could be magnetic semiconductors based on elemental semiconductors, also owing to their compatibility with Si microelectronics. In the last decades, considerable amount of work has been devoted to fabricate Mn-doped Ge and Si FMS. In this article, the structural, magnetic and magneto-transport properties of Mn-doped Ge and Si will be reviewed.
Background and Introduction

GaMnAs: Promises and Questions
In traditional electronic devices, charge and spin are used separately. Charge, on one hand, is used for the computing. Transistors operate by controlling the flow of charge carriers through the semiconductor by applied electric fields. Spin, on the other hand, is used for magnetic data storage. The word "spintronics" (short for "spin electronics") refers to devices that manipulate the spin degree of freedom.
A new generation of devices based on the manipulation of spins may have completely new functionality, therefore could drastically improve the computational speed and reduce power consumption. The first successful application of spintronics is the Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) spin-valve read-head for magnetic hard-disk drives [1, 2] . Magnetoresistance describes the dependence of electric resistance on the magnetic field applied to the material. Datta and Das [3] extended the principle of spintronics to semiconductors. They proposed a spin-FET (field effect transistor), where the source and the drain are ferromagnets acting as the injector and detector of the electron spin. By modifying the gate voltage, the charge carrier spin can be controlled. The spin injector can be a ferromagnetic metal or a ferromagnetic semiconductor. The crucial problem is the efficiency of the spin injection, i.e., the amount of carriers that can keep their spin state while moving a long enough distance. While the degree of spin polarization for spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal to a semiconductor is limited due to the conductivity mismatch [4] , a ferromagnetic semiconductor could allow a robust spin injection into a nonmagnetic semiconductor. The diluted ferromagnetic semiconductor (FMS) GaMnAs is most well understood and promising for application in spintronics. The main obstacle is that the highest Curie temperature (T C ) of GaMnAs is reported to be 173 K [5] , which is far below room temperature. Nevertheless, spin-involved devices based on GaMnAs, namely a spin-polarized light emitter [6] , a spin FET [7] and a spin valve [8] , have been demonstrated at low temperature. Now it is well accepted that GaMnAs can be used as a test bed for future spintronics devices [9] . However, concerning the physical understanding of GaMnAs there are mainly three questions.
(1) The magnetic coupling and transport mechanism Within the frame of the RKKY-Zener model [10] , the ferromagnetic interaction between the local moments provided by substitutional Mn (Mn Ga ) is mediated by the holes generated also by Mn Ga . For a low Mn concentration the Fermi energy lies in a Mn-induced impurity band and and the hole states are localized. However, the nature of the states at a higher hole concentration, responsible for high T C , remains controversial. Indeed even for samples with large Mn concentrations, more and more evidences indicate the impurity-band formation [11] . It is currently unclear whether the hole states close to the Fermi energy remain localized or become extended [12] .
(2) New physics arising concerning GaMnAs FMS The discovery of the GaMnAs FMS opened new routes to the successful combination of magnetism and semiconductor physics. Some phenomena, e.g., giant planar Hall effect [13] , tunnelling anisotropic magnetoresistance [14] , intrinsic anomalous Hall effect [15] , which are usually very weak or not present in traditional semiconductors or ferromagnetic metals, have been observed.
(3) The low mobility Besides the low T C , another obstacle is easily ignored, i.e. the low mobility. The hole mobility in GaMnAs with high T C is usually as low as 1-5 cm 2 /Vs. For usually doped unmagnetic GaAs with a comparable hole concentration, the hole mobility is in the range of 30-50 cm 2 /Vs (see the database of New Semiconductor Materials at http://www.ioffe.ru/SVA/NSM/). The hole mobility in GaMnAs might be physically limited by the large effective mass of holes localized inside an impurity band [16] .
Alternatives: Mn-Doped Si and Ge
Note that the family of III-Mn-V compound semiconductors is the most successful FMS. Elemental semiconductors (Si and Ge) showing FMS characteristics would shed light on the physical understanding of FMS and might overcome the application obstacles in III-Mn-V compound semiconductor FMS. The relatively simple structure of Ge compared with compound semiconductors will make theoretical modelling easier. Especially, as a Si-technology compatible material, Ge-based FMS is more promising for industry applications.
The review focuses on the experimental work of Mn-doped Ge and Si. We mainly discuss the structure, magnetic and magneto-transport properties, to address the following questions:
• Is there any experimental proof that Mn can substitute Si or Ge?
• Are some Mn-rich precipitates formed in Si or Ge upon Mn doping?
• How can Mn-rich precipitates be avoided?
• Are there any magneto-transport experiments supporting carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in Mn-doped Si or Ge?
The heterostructures of Mn-silicides/Si and Mn-germinides/Ge(Si), e.g., MnSi/Si [17] , Mn 5 Ge 3 /Ge [18] , will not be discussed in this review.
Mn-Doped Ge
Substitutional Mn in Ge
Similar to Mn in GaAs, the solid solubility of Mn in Ge is as low as 10 15 cm −3 under equilibrium conditions [19] . Woodbury and Tyler investigated the electrical properties of Mn-doped Ge. The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity and Hall coefficient indicate that Mn introduces two acceptor levels in Ge at 0.16 ± 0.01 eV from the valence band and 0.37 ± 0.02 eV from the conduction band. In order to fabricate Ge:Mn FMS, non-equilibrium preparation methods, like low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy (LT-MBE) and ion implantation, were applied. The introduced Mn concentration introduced amounts to percentage. Indeed, a hole concentration ranging from 10 17 -10 20 cm −3 has been reported by various groups [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Complementarily, X-ray absorption (XA) spectroscopy has been used to probe the local electronic structure and the charge state of the Mn impurities in the Ge matrix. Various investigations confirm that in Ge the diluted Mn ions are in the 2+ ionic states and substitute the Ge sites [26] [27] [28] [29] . Li et al. [21] performed a quantitative analysis of the lattice location of Mn in Ge. They observed that between 20-30% Mn ions are in the substitutional sites and a post-annealing at low temperatures increases this fraction to 40-50%. Some interstitial Mn have been converted to substitutional Mn during the annealing process.
As an example, in the work of Picozzi et al. [27] first-principle calculations of soft X-ray absorption spectra are compared with experimental data obtained for Mn-implanted Ge. The well-defined features in the spectra are recognized as a signature of homogeneous Mn dilution within the Ge host by comparing the Mn spectra in diluted MnGe alloys with other MnGe crystalline phases (see Figure 1(a-c) ). On the other hand, the semiconducting host is shown to affect only slightly the Mn absorption spectrum. As shown in Figure 1(d) , the Mn absorption spectra in Ge:Mn, GaAs:Mn and ZnSe:Mn are very similar to each other. However, in a recent study, Ahlers et al. [30] revealed an experimentally indistinguishable electronic configuration of Mn atoms incorporated in Ge 1−x Mn x nanoclusters (a Mn diluted phase) and in precipitates of the intermetallic compound Mn 5 Ge 3 . They prepared three thin films at substrate temperatures of T S = 60, 85, and 120
• C. At T S = 60
• C, the sample consists solely of self-assembled Mn-rich Ge 1−x Mn x nanoclusters embedded in a Ge matrix with diamond-type lattice. Increasing the fabrication temperature beyond 60
• C additionally leads to the precipitation of nanometer-sized inclusions of the intermetallic compound Mn 5 Ge 3 in the Ge matrix. As shown in Figure 2 , XAS indicates an experimentally indistinguishable charge state and local coordination of Mn in all samples. However, both XMCD as well as SQUID magnetometry measurements show that when increasing the amount of Ge 1−x Mn x nanoclusters at the cost of Mn 5 Ge 3 precipitates, the magnetic response of the thin films decreases. 
Phase Separation of Mn in Ge
Although a considerable amount of Mn ions can be diluted inside the Ge matrix resulting in p-type doping, phase separation of Mn in the Ge matrix can easily happen. Depending on the preparation temperature, in most experiments Ge:Mn films contain either nanoscale Mn-rich regions or metallic precipitates such as Mn 5 Ge 3 [31, 32] , Mn 11 Ge 8 [29, 33] and Mn 5 Ge 2 [33] .
In the work of Bihler et al. [31] , a Ge:Mn film was grown by LT-MBE at 225
• C and the Mn concentration is 3%. Figure 3 shows high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) images of the Ge:Mn epilayer with atomic resolution. The precipitates can be identified as Mn 5 Ge 3 with the help of the theoretical diffraction patterns shown in Figure 3( Different from crystalline precipitates, Mn-rich Ge:Mn regions embedded inside a Mn-poor Ge matrix are often observed. The ferromagnetism in those regions is believed to be hole-mediated [21, 23, 34] . Nanosized Mn-rich GeMn columns in the GeMn films grown on Ge wafers result in a Curie temperature higher than 400 K.
Bougeard et al. [34] have grown Ge 0.95 Mn 0.05 layers free of intermetallic precipitates by LT-MBE at 60
• C. As shown in Figure 5 , the lattice image reveals areas with slightly darker contrast but still reflecting the same lattice symmetry. These areas are coherently bound to the surrounding Ge matrix. The upper limit of 15% Mn per cluster has been estimated. 
nm
In the work of Jamet et al., (Ge,Mn) layers were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on Ge(001) substrates. They used TEM and nanoscale chemical analysis by means of electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) to characterize the samples. As show in Figure 6 , self-assembled nanocolumns extending through the whole thickness of the GeMn layer are clearly resolved. Mn chemical maps from EELS measurements (not shown) clearly show that the columns are Mn-rich, whereas the signal in the surrounding matrix is below the detection limit (approx 1%). Focusing on an isolated single nanocolumn in HR-TEM plane views [ Figure 6 (c)], around each column a dark ring reveals a large strain extending over a few interatomic distances. Fourier transform of the HR-TEM plane views reveals an isotropic distribution of the columns with a preferential spacing of 10±3 nm; their average diameter is 3±0.5 nm, and the volume fraction is 0.16. Assuming a Mn concentration between 0 and 1% in the matrix, one estimates a Mn concentration between 37.5% and 32% in the columns. The nanocolumns remain stable up to 400
• C during annealing under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions. However a 15 min annealing at 650
• C activates the volume diffusion of Mn atoms, and the nanocolumns collapse into Mn 5 Ge 3
nanoparticles. Detailed structural and magnetic properties have been reported in References [35] [36] [37] [38] . (220) and (220) diffraction spots, respectively. The dashed square in (c) shows the selected area. The nanocolumn is surrounded by a white circle and the white arrows indicate the position of dislocations. A detailed explanation can be found in Ref. [23] . Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Ref. [23] .
Magnetism in Ge:Mn
As shown in previous sections, in view of the crystalline structure the Ge:Mn system is highly disordered. Three kinds of phases can form depending on preparation and annealing temperature: the Mn diluted Ge in which the Mn concentration seems well below 1%, Mn-rich Ge:Mn nanostructures and MnGe crystalline precipitates. Consequently, the magnetic properties of Ge:Mn systems also reveal a multi-phase nature. Of course, it might be difficult to distinguish between the Mn diluted Ge and Mn-rich Ge:Mn nanostructures.
In the work of Jaeger et al., a nice illustration of structural and magnetic phases has been given (see Figure 7 ). Two transition temperatures T f and T b are attributed to blocking or freezing transitions of two different kinds of superparamagnetic Mn-rich nanoclusters and Mn 5 Ge 3 clusters, respectively. In Figure 7 (b) the expected (Field cooled) FC and zero-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization curves for the Mn-rich nanoclusters (red dashed curves) and the Mn 5 Ge 3 clusters (black dotted curves) are plotted schematically. The sum of both FC and ZFC contributions (blue solid curves) qualitatively explain the experimentally observed FC and ZFC measurements. However, in Figure 7 the Mn-diluted Ge is not specified. We first discuss the magnetic properties of Mn diluted Ge or Mn-rich Ge:Mn nanostructure. Often, a low-temperature (10-20 K) magnetic phase is observed in Ge:Mn samples prepared by MBE or by ion implantation [23, 34, [40] [41] [42] . As an example, Figure 8 shows the magnetic properties of a Ge 0.95 Mn 0.05 film. Its structural properties have been shown in Figure 5 . The films show no overall spontaneous magnetization at all down to 2 K. The TEM and magnetization results can be understood in terms of an assembly of superparamagnetic moments developing in the dense distribution of clusters. Each cluster individually turns ferromagnetic below an ordering temperature which depends on its volume and Mn content. Figure 9 shows the magnetic properties of the Ge:Mn film consisting of Mn-rich Ge:Mn nanocolumns (see Figure 6 ). The inset of Figure 9 (a) shows the magnetic phase with a lower ordering temperature, which is attributed to the Mn-poor Ge:Mn matrix. If we believe that the Mn ions in Mn-rich Ge:Mn nanostructures are also substitutional, one might get the following thumb rule after considering the magnetic properties presented in References. [21, 23, 34] . The ordering temperature is increased with increasing the diluted Mn concentration. To realize a ferromagnetic phase above room temperature, one needs a Mn concentration above 30%, which of course depends on the size of Mn-rich nanostructures. Secondly, we discuss the magnetic properties of the system consisting of MnGe precipitates. An ensemble of nanomagnets exhibits rich magnetic properties, with large technological impact. Temperature-dependent memory effects and slow magnetic relaxation have been observed in a GaAs:Mn system containing Mn-rich clusters [43] . Such kind of effect has been observed also in Mn 5 Ge 3 nanomagnets embedded inside a Mn-diluted Ge matrix [42] . As shown in Figure 10 , the history-dependent magnetic memory measurements were performed using a cooling and waiting protocol suggested by Sun et al. [44] . We cooled the sample at 50 Oe and recorded the magnetization with cooling, but temporarily stopped at 200 K, 150 K, 100 K, 50 K and 20 K for a waiting period of 2 hours. During waiting, the field was set to zero. After the stop, the 50 Oe field was re-applied and cooling and measuring were resumed. The temporary stops resulted in a steplike M(T) curve (solid line, black) in Figure 10 . After reaching 4 K, the sample was heated back in the same field, and the magnetization was recorded again (dotted line, blue). During this heating the M(T) curve also has a steplike behavior at the stop temperatures, then recovers the previous M(T) curve measured during cooling, i.e. the system remembers its thermal history. The steplike feature in the temperature dependent magnetization is a result of magnetic relaxation at the stopping points [44] . This observation clearly demonstrates that nanomagnets embedded inside the Ge matrix behave like a spin-glass. 
Magnetotransport
A diluted ferromagnetic semiconductor should exhibit strong magneto-transport effects, namely negative magnetoresistance (MR) and anomalous Hall effect (AHE) [45] [46] [47] , and provide the possibility to control the spin by an external electric field. For ferromagnetic GaMnAs, usually the AHE is taken as a measure of its magnetization. The observation of AHE is considered as one of the important criteria for FMS to be intrinsic [48] .
We notice that pronounced MR and AHE have been reported in the Ge:Mn system [20, 22, 23, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] ] independent of the formation of MnGe precipitates or not, as well as in Cr doped Ge [54] . By scrutinizing the published data on Ge:Mn, one can observe three features in the reported AHE. First, most of the AHE curves shown were recorded at temperatures above 10 K. Indeed, Riss et al. [50] reveal only ordinary Hall effect below 10 K. Second, no hysteresis in AHE curves has been observed, despite the observation of a clear hysteresis in magnetization, which is much different from the case of III-Mn-V and ZnMnTe [45] [46] [47] . Third, the Hall curve changes its sign of slope at lower temperatures, usually between 10 K and 50 K. Obviously, the correlation between magnetization, MR, and AHE, which is a hallmark of III-Mn-V and ZnMnTe FMS [45] [46] [47] , has not been proven for Ge:Mn so far. As we showed in Section 2.2., Mn-phase segregation is difficult to avoid. Even at a growth temperature as low as 70
• C, Mn-rich nanostructures can form. This arises a question: if the Mn-rich nanostructures are not percolating, one only measures the transport properties of the Mn-poor matrix. This fact may explain the lack of hysteretic magneto-transport properties in the Ge:Mn system. In the work of Zhou et al., the two-band-like conduction in semiconductors has been considered to explain the observation of anomalous Hall resistance in the Ge:Mn system. In the work of Zhou et al., intrinsic Ge(001) wafers were implanted with Mn ions at 300 • C to avoid amorphization. The ion fluence was varied to get samples with a large range of Mn concentrations and correspondingly different structural and magnetic properties (see Table 1 ). Down to 5 K, only diamagnetism was probed for sample Ge01, identical to a virgin Ge sample. Note that independent of the formation of precipitates, a fraction of Mn ions has been confirmed by spectroscopic methods to be diluted inside the Ge matrix, resulting in p-type doping [27] [28] [29] , as well as by electrical transport measurements as shown in Figure 11 (a). In sharp contrast to the structural and magnetic properties, similar Hall effects are probed for all samples as shown in Figure 11 . The non-ferromagnetic nature of sample Ge19 and Ge01 indicates that the observation of anomalous Hall resistance is not necessarily related to ferromagnetism. Actually, similar Hall curves have been observed in materials with a two-band-like conduction [56] [57] [58] . As shown in Figure 11 (d), the Hall curve can be well fitted by considering two types of carriers with different mobility and population. 
Pulsed Laser Annealing of Mn Implanted Ge
Until now, we are focusing on samples prepared either by LT-MBE or by ion implantation at elevated temperatures. By ion implantation at low temperature (for instance by cooling the substrate with liquid N 2 flow), one can introduce enough Mn ions inside the Ge matrix and simultaneously avoid secondary phase formation. However, the goal is not only to introduce a large number of dopant atoms, but also to ensure that these atoms are electrically active. Therefore, one needs an effective annealing method, which can recrystallize the implanted materials, activate the dopants, and at the same time, suppress the formation of secondary phases. Pulsed laser annealing (PLA) provides such a possibility. Shallow dopants in Si and Ge, mainly the elements from the III or V columns of the periodic table, have been successfully built in by ion implantation and PLA. The carrier concentration can reach values as high as 10 21 cm −3 [59] . The success stands on the fact that the large energy deposition within nano-seconds from a pulsed laser creates a liquid Si or Ge in the implanted, near surface region, and the large cooling rate (10 11−13 K/s) suppresses diffusion and precipitations.
In our preliminary experiments [60] the hole concentration in Mn-implanted Ge can be strongly increased by PLA. The largest hole concentration achieved is around 2. resulting in a box-like distribution of Mn ions with concentration around 10 % over a depth of 100 nm. During implantation the wafers were flow-cooled with liquid nitrogen to avoid the formation of any Mn-rich secondary phase. Pulsed laser annealing was performed using a laser ASAMA 80-8 and an optical system VOLCANO from INNOVAVENT GmbH. The pulse duration was 300 ns at a wavelength of 515 nm. The introduced energy density was 1.5 J/cm 2 . Figure 12 shows the comparison of the field-dependent magnetization, Hall resistance, and longitudinal resistance at 5 K measured on the Ge:Mn sample after PLA. The involvement of holes in the ferromagnetism is unambiguously confirmed by the appearance of the AHE, and, especially, by the clear hysteresis loop in the Hall resistance. Note that the presence of ferromagnetic characteristics in SQUID measurements alone could also be caused by ferromagnetic precipitates, e.g., Mn 5 Ge 3 , in addition to or instead of a FMS. At low temperature, hysteresis appears in both the Hall and longitudinal resistance curves, with the same coercive field as in the magnetization. Such a correlation between AHE, MR, and magnetization is usually considered as the signature of FMS, [46, 47] where the same set of holes contribute to ferromagnetism and transport [10] . The Curie temperature is around 7.5 K. This also has been observed in compensated GaAs:Mn [61] and insulating GaP:Mn [62] . However, to our knowledge, the correlation between AHE, MR, and magnetization has never been observed for other Ge:Mn samples. The hole concentration plays a critical role in establishing carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in magnetic semiconductors [63] . 
Mn-Doped Si
To dope Mn in Si is even more challenging. The behavior of transition metals in Si under equilibrium conditions has been well documented in the 1980s. Several conclusions have been drawn in the paper by Weber [64] :
• 3d transition metals diffuse predominantly as interstitials in Si with an activation energy of diffusion near 0.75 eV, and stay in interstitial sites at high temperature in thermal equilibrium;
• V, Cr, Mn, and Fe can be quenched in interstitial sites of tetrahedral symmetry, and Co, Ni, and Cu vanish out of the interstitial solutions during quenching;
• Energy levels for the interstitial species and various pairs have been established, based mainly on combinations of different experimental methods with EPR results;
• Substitutional 3d metals in silicon are rather exotic species, produced under non-equilibrium conditions like irradiation. Their energy levels have not been established.
Using density-functional theory, Wu et al. [65] demonstrated that interstitial Mn can be utilized to tune the magnetic properties of Si. Experimentally, various groups have reported the observation of ferromagnetism in Mn-doped Si [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . The reported Curie temperatures range from 200 to 400 K. However, the opinions concerning the origin of the observed ferromagnetism are very diverse. In the following sections we discuss the structural and magnetic properties of Mn-doped Si.
Mn in Si: Substitutional?
Compared with Mn in Ge, the knowledge about the lattice location and electronic structure of Mn in the Si matrix is more contradictive. In last years, two papers completely contradicting with each other, have been published.
In the work of Wolska et al. [72] , the Si:Mn samples were prepared by Mn-ion implantation into Si. The implantation temperatures were 340 K or 610 K. They investigated the local order around Mn atoms in the ferromagnetic Mn-implanted Si samples using of X-ray absorption spectroscopy techniques (see Figure 13 ). Analysis of both extended X-ray absorption fine structure and X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectra clearly indicates that Mn ions are located neither in the substitutional nor in the interstitial position in the Si lattice. Depending on how the samples were prepared, they have five to eight nearest neighbors.
However, in the work of Ye et al. [73] , Mn-doped Si thin films were prepared by a magnetron cosputtering method at a low growth temperature. They concluded that the doped Mn ions substitute for Si sites based on a detailed analysis of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) together with the X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectra at the Mn K -edge (see Figure 14) . 
Mn-Silicide Formation
In two pioneering works concerning Mn-doped Si prepared by ion implantation [67] or sputtering [66] , ferromagnetism was reported, however, a detailed structural characterization was lacking. Later on, using high resolution, spatially resolved techniques, comprehensive material characterization reveals the clustering of Mn-rich phases in Mn implanted Si, namely MnSi 1.7 [68, 69, 71, 74, 75] , which is the energetically most favorable Mn-silicide phase [76, 77] .
The work of Ko et al. represents a detailed TEM characterization on Mn implanted Si. They employed several advanced techniques including electron energy loss spectroscopy, Z-contrast scanning TEM imaging, and electron diffraction to scrutinize the secondary phase formation in Mn implanted Si. Figure 15 shows the convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED), revealing the crystallographic structure of randomly chosen precipitates. Figure 15 The work of Zhou et al. represents an example of structural characterization of Mn implanted Si using X-ray diffraction [68] . They show that a lab-equipped X-ray source may be not sensitive enough to detect tiny nanocrystalline particles. Using synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction in grazing incidence geometry, MnSi 1.7 silicide nanoparticles are detected as shown in Figure 17 . 
Magnetic Properties
Corresponding to the observation of phase separation of Mn in Si, the interpretation of the magnetic properties also becomes complex. Figure 18 . Of course, one can question if there is another contribution to the observed ferromagnetism. However, the wasp-waist shape of the loop is associated with magnetic phases with different coercivities. The size distribution of MnSi 1.7 nanoparticles can result in a distribution of coercivities. Using the Preisach model [78, 79] , the magnetic properties at different temperature can be well explained by solely considering the contribution of MnSi 1.7 nanoparticles (see Figure 19 ). Using first-principles calculation, Yabuuchi et al. have clarified that the stoichiometry, strain and charge accumulation as well as the interface between MnSi 1.7 and Si strongly influence the magnetic properties of MnSi 1.7 nanoparticles [70] . These effects well account for the experimental observations. At the end, we would not completely exclude other contributions to the ferromagnetism observed in Mn-doped Si. In the work of Ko et al., the temperature dependent magnetization indicates multifold contributions. As show in Figure 20 (a), the hysteresis (M-H) loops measured at 300 K before the Mn implanted Si were annealed revealed the ferromagnetic ordering around room temperature. After annealing, the magnetization increased by about a factor of 3. The low value of magnetization in the samples was interpreted to the presence of antiferromagnetic coupling between the Mn moments and an appreciable number of magnetically inactive Mn atoms. The ZFC-FC curves measured at 100 Oe for S1 and S2 samples (S1: 0.4% Mn, S2: 1.8% Mn) are shown in the inset of Figure 20 (a). One can clearly see that the ferromagnetic ordering persists up to 390 K. A divergence between the ZFC and FC curves at low temperatures as well as reversibility above 350 K are observed. Figure 20(b) shows the temperature-dependent magnetization curves measured from 410 to 800 K. The magnetizations are found to persist up to even 800 K for both S1 and S2 samples. The magnetization curves show a significant change in slope near 600 and 750 K. Two transition temperatures are obtained to be around 630-650 K and 800-830 K, respectively, by fitting with the Brillouin function. 
Magnetotransport Properties
Comparing with the magnetic properties of Mn-doped Si, the magnetotransport properties are rarely investigated. This is also a hint that it is still far away to realize Si-based ferromagnetic semiconductors.
Yao et al. prepared amorphous Si 1−x Mn x thin films with hydrogen on SiO 2 /Si (100) substrates at room temperature by the magnetron cosputtering method [81] . The films are very conductive with carrier concentrations up to 10 20 cm −3 . As shown in Figure 21 , anomalous Hall effect is observed up to 150 K. In the work of Demidov et al. [82] , Mn-doped Si films were prepared on Al 2 O 3 substrates by laser deposition. They observed anomalous Hall effect even up to room temperature. However, in both papers there is no correlation between Hall effect and magnetization. 
Summary and outlook
The research on diluted magnetic semiconductors has been intensified in the last 30 years. The major activities were focused on the GaAs:Mn system and on the transition metal doped wide bandgap semiconductors GaN:Mn, ZnO:Mn, and ZnO:Co. However, due to the intrinsic n-type conductivity of ZnO, the later case is the most questionable research topic. Recent systematic investigations on transition metal doped ZnO hint towards that the observed ferromagnetism mostly comes from secondary phases [83] , from a canted antiparallel alignment of magnetic moments in ZnO:Mn [84] or from acceptor-like defects [85] . The diluted Co ions in ZnO:Co are purely paramagnetic [86] , and the lack of electron-mediated ferromagnetism can be construed. In Table 2 , we show the possible states of Mn impurities inside different semiconductors. Obviously, the formation of interstitial Mn ions must be suppressed, and co-doping with shallow acceptors can be considered. For example, co-doping with shallow acceptors has been proved helpful in increasing the hole concentration and Curie temperature in GaAs:Mn films with a small Mn content [87] and in ZnTe:Mn [47] . The investigation on Ge:Mn and Si:Mn systems is relatively rare, since it was believed that transition metal ions in Si are fast interstitial diffusers even at low temperatures. From this review on the experimental status of Mn-doped Ge and Si, we can draw some, not conclusive but preliminary remarks.
For Mn-doped Ge:
• There is a considerable amount of Mn diluted inside the Ge matrix, resulting in p-type doping.
• Mn ions inside the Ge matrix tend to form secondary phases or Mn-rich nanostructures even at preparation temperatures as low as 70
• C.
• The observed ferromagnetism in Mn-doped Ge is usually multi-fold originated. The magnetic phase ordering below around 20 K likely results from the hole-mediated coupling between diluted Mn ions.
• The previously reported magnetotransport properties are much different from those of GaAs:Mn, and cannot be taken as the evidence of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism.
• Besides LT-MBE, an alternative preparation approach is ion implantation followed by pulsed laser annealing offering a high temperature (at the Ge molten point) and short time (as short as nano-second) process. It promises a more effective substitution of Mn inside the Ge matrix.
For Mn-doped Si:
• It is still unclear if Mn can substitute the Si site.
• The observed ferromagnetism in Mn-doped Si is usually multi-fold originated. One source is nanocrystalline MnSi 1.7 .
• It is difficult to make comments on the existence of carrier mediated ferromagnetism in Mn-doped Si since there are only limited reports on its magnetotransport properties.
• One possible approach for a Si FMS would be ion implantation of other 3d transition metals followed by pulsed laser annealing. The chosen 3d transition metal ions should quench out of interstitial sites during pulsed laser annealing and form acceptor states in Si.
